To the editor: The letter by Monasta and Knowles regarding our recent paper allows us to clarify some important points [1,2]. As they pointed out, our article was picked up by various, mainly local, newspapers, with sometimes alarming titles depicting the Roma population as responsible for transmitting measles to the majority population. This is quite unfortunate and was clearly not our intention. We stated in the article that the identified strain was first introduced in Como and Rimini in August 2015, i.e. some time before the start of the described outbreak in November, and that the outbreak in the Roma settlement did not spread extensively in the community. Cases then occurred in the nosocomial setting, especially among healthcare workers, another undervaccinated group [3].

Besides the Roma and healthcare workers, analyses of Italian national surveillance data has shown that pockets of undervaccinated populations also exist among young adults born in the 1980s and 1990s when uptake of measles vaccine was very low and the second dose had not yet been introduced [4]. The Roma, therefore, represent only one of several undervaccinated population groups for whom stronger vaccination efforts are needed. Finally, we pointed out that in order to reach elimination, it will be necessary to improve not only coverage among hard-to-reach populations but the overall national vaccination coverage, which is below the 95% target (86.7% in 2014) [5].

We agree with Monasta and Knowles that sociocultural aspects are extremely relevant in any analysis of poor access to health services and/or of low vaccination uptake among the Roma. However, analysing the complex determinants of health and low vaccination uptake among this population group was beyond the scope of our paper and we referred to a recent report by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, describing barriers causing low measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccination among hard-to-reach population groups in Europe, including Roma [7]. The barriers among the Roma are many and include reduced access to healthcare, poor socioeconomic status/poverty, geographical isolation/poor housing and sanitary conditions, low levels of education/illiteracy, administrative barriers, discrimination and cultural differences [7]. Therefore, to achieve high MMR vaccination among the Roma population, the wider determinants of health must be addressed, including marginalisation as discussed by Monasta and Knowles.

The communities living in the camps affected by the measles outbreaks in Milan are of Roma ethnicity and mainly of Romanian nationality. The camps in which they live are organised settlements, run by the municipality, and hosting Roma and migrants facing social and/or housing emergencies. Although the Roma living in these camps are registered with the national healthcare system (and are therefore entitled to and have access to free vaccination services) and the children attend school, they are mobile communities that frequently move from place to place, within national boundaries or back to their country of origin. Vaccinations are actively offered to children living in the settlements, by inviting families to the local vaccination centres. This is done with the help of educators.
who are present in the settlements daily and whose role is to facilitate integration of the Roma into the community. Unfortunately, there is a lack of data on vaccination uptake. During the described outbreak, uptake was not ideal as only 52 of 246 persons present in the settlements accepted to be vaccinated despite being invited to the vaccination centre.

In addition to routine vaccination, a specific project, financed by the Italian Ministry of Health and aimed at improving access to preventive services and promoting vaccinations among Roma children was carried out in 2013–14. The project was conducted in several Italian cities, including Milan, and involved the use of cultural mediators, distribution of information in Romani, and training of health and social workers to improve their understanding of Roma issues [8]. Results are pending.

Improving vaccination uptake among the Roma is a challenge but examples of successful programmes show that it is feasible [7]. Methods to monitor MMR vaccination coverage within this population need to be implemented, to measure progress and prevent outbreaks [7].
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